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To our Students,
to whose feet the land seems to be scorching,

so that they remember that the wonderfullest things
are not always the unmentionable. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

“Organic Hesitancy”: 
On Speechlessness in Billy Budd

Ralph James Savarese
Grinnell College

USA

It is all the rage, in autism circles, to diagnose a particular historical or lit-

erary #gure as autistic. Some scholars have even diagnosed #ctional charac-

ters—Bartleby, for example—as being on the spectrum. When I began 

writing this chapter, I had just #nished a book on autism, and I was seeing 

it everywhere. I knew that I wanted to analyze disability in Billy Budd—

both stuttering and cognitive di%erence—and I thought that Hans Asperg-

er’s idea of “an intelligence scarcely touched by tradition or culture . . .

strangely pure” (qtd. in Sacks, 252–253) might be a pro#table lens through 

which to view Melville’s “upright barbarian” (110), that “child man . . . [whose] 

simplemindedness [had] remained una%ected” by experience or age (135). 

As Melville puts it, “Experience is a teacher indeed; yet did Billy’s years 

make his experience small” (136). I wanted to historicize the Handsome Sail-

or’s “essential innocence” (162), rescue it, for a time, from the brilliance 

of symbol and allegory by asking questions about how the nineteenth cen-

tury understood stuttering and cognitive disability.

What would it mean to &esh out the medical foundation of Billy’s infa-

mous inability to “deal in double meanings and insinuations” (108), “to take 

seriously the Dansker’s name for Billy—namely, “Baby” (124)? How to make 

sense of Melville’s consistent recourse to animal analogies as a way of cap-

turing the sailor’s simple nature? Again and again, the narrator compares 

Billy to the animal world, #rst saying that like an animal he is “no philoso-

pher” (108), then suggesting that Billy is “like a young horse fresh from  

the pasture suddenly inhaling a vile whi% from some chemical factory” (134). 

Later, after striking the fateful blow and receiving his sentence, Billy is said 
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to have “a look in its dumb expressiveness not unlike that which a dog 

of generous breed might turn upon his master, seeking in his face some elu-

cidation of a previous gesture ambiguous to the canine intelligence” (151). 

The word “dumb” shows up repeatedly in relation to the Handsome Sailor,” 

but not just to him—to nature in general, a point to which I will return.

Similarly, how are we to understand Billy’s “liability to vocal defect,” his 

tendency, “under sudden provocation of strong heart-feeling,” to “develop 

an organic hesitancy, in fact more or less of a stutter or even worse” (111)? 

At the moment of crisis, the narrator speaks of a “strange dumb gesturing 

and gurgling in Billy” (145). He almost seems to delight in describing 

the spectacle of impeded speech: “The intent head and entire form straining 

forward in an agony of ine%ectual eagerness . . . gave an expression to the face 

like that of a condemned vestal priestess in the moment of being buried 

alive, and in the #rst struggle against su%ocation” (145). Must we leap im-

mediately to the narrator’s interpretation—that “Billy was a striking in-

stance that the arch interferer, the envious marplot of Eden, has still more 

or less to do with every human consignment to this planet Earth” (111)? 

Must we, in other words, do what Melville always does with material facts: 

spin them metaphysically? Consider this description of stuttering from James 

Hunt’s popular 1861 book, Stammering and Stuttering: Their Nature and 

Treatment, and ask if it might not be worth recovering, at least for a few 

moments, the present day “science” of vocal defects, a science of which  

Melville seems to have been aware. “It is indeed a melancholy spectacle  

to behold such a stutterer,” Hunt writes; “not only are the speech and respi-

ratory muscles thrown into spasmodic action, but the movements of the 

hands, arms, feet, legs, and even the whole body, join in the general commo-

tion” (237).

All of this is to say that I will not be applying contemporary diagnostic 

categories to an earlier period and advancing a Billy-is-autistic argument. 

Rather, I will be exploring Melville’s use of his own period’s ideas about  

intellectual disability and stuttering. Part of the tension of the novel is pre-

cisely the deep anxiety about, and rejection of, emerging professional dis-

courses that purported to explain, and thereby to master, human 

experience—in this case, the phenomenon of someone like the Handsome 

Sailor. Listen to how the narrator describes Billy’s antagonist; the simile 
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sician approaching in the public hall some patient beginning to show indica-

tions of a coming paroxysm, Claggart deliberately advanced within short 

range of Billy, and mesmerically looking him in the eye, brie&y recapitulated 

the accusation” (144). In a sense, Billy Budd dramatizes Foucault’s point 

in Birth of the Clinic—what James Trent, an historian of mental retarda-

tion in America, nicely summarizes as the way that “care bec[omes] an e%ec-

tive and integral part of control” (5). By “care,” Trent means the full range 

of disciplinary practices that must #rst produce di%erence as aberration, 

then insist on correcting, or at the very least on managing, it. Melville wants 

us to understand the malicious falsity of this new knowledge, and he  

wants us to understand it as a kind of specious progress: “a great improve-

ment of the age,” as he puts it ironically in another work.

At a moment when Americans with cognitive disabilities were being sub-

jected to ever more scientific study and institutionalized “care”—I am 

thinking of the work of people like Edward Seguin and William B. Fish—

Melville nostalgically recuperated an older, more innocuous notion of the 

simpleton, which he then dressed in his customary metaphysical garb. 

Though admittedly about a person more disabled than Billy, William Word-

sworth’s 1798 poem “Idiot Boy” provides a sense of the understanding Mel-

ville preferred. In the middle of the night, a mother sends her disabled son 

to get a doctor, and he becomes lost and then entirely distracted:

Who’s you, that, near the waterfall
Which thunders down with headlong force
Beneath the moon, yet shining fair
As careless as if nothing were,
Sits upright on a feeding horse? (qtd. in Trent 10)

When #nally found, the boy seems free of the distress that would have con-

sumed any other child:

And thus, to Betty’s question, he
Made answer, like a traveler, bold,
(His very words I give to you,)
“The cocks did crow to-whoo, to-whoo,
And the sun did shine so cold!”
—Thus answered Johnny in his glory,
And that was all his travel’s story. (qtd. in Trent 10)
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As Trent reads the poem, “Unconcerned even with sickness and death 

and the importance of his mission, the boy riding his pony was one with 

the sights, sounds and movements of the night. His innocence and unconcern 

bound him closer than most to nature” (10). We see this with Billy as he 

blithely faces death, the fear of which, the narrator tells us, is “more preva-

lent in highly civilized communities than those so-called barbarous ones 

which in all respects stand nearer to Unadulterate Nature” (161). Just after 

calling Billy a Barbarian, the narrator refers to him as a “superior savage . . . 

a Tahitian, say, of Captain Cook’s time” who had no need of “Christianity’s 

primer”—no need because, as the chaplain puts it, “innocence was even  

a better thing than religion” (161). The novel refuses to name Billy’s di%er-

ence—an important point—settling instead for an analogy linking as of yet 

uncolonized “primitives” with the mentally impaired (and, by extension  

colonizers with medical experts). But clearly Melville relishes Billy Budd, 

and some part of him recommends, in Wordsworth’s phrasing, “stripping 

our hearts naked, and . . . looking out of ourselves to[ward] those who lead 

the simplest lives, and those most according to nature; men who have never 

known false re#nement, wayward and arti#cial desires, false criticisms, ef-

feminate habits of thinking and feeling” (10). What Trent concludes about 

Wordsworth, we might just as easily conclude about Melville: “For . . . critics 

of the ‘new order,’ . . . an idiot embodied ideals lost to people corrupted by 

an increasingly mechanized and commercial world” (10).

Melville’s comparison of Billy to a “young horse fresh from the pasture 

suddenly inhaling a vile whi% from some chemical factory” (134) nicely cap-

tures both the idiot’s nearness to nature and the general critique of capitalist 

progress. Indeed, it would be impossible to separate these two things in Mel-

ville’s romantic appeal to the simpleton. The threat that Claggart represents 

as the asylum doctor is one of “progress” in the #eld of cognitive disability: 

a discursive regime that manufactures the need for incarceration, steriliza-

tion, lobotomy—that long list of atrocious therapies that would be imposed 

on people with mental disabilities in the name of care. If that’s progress, 

Melville seems presciently to assert, then he’ll keep his notion of the village 

fool and the social practices it ensures, thank you very much. That Clag-

gart’s interest in Billy is sexual inextricably links homosexuality and cogni-

tive disability, and it suggests an obvious parallel in the creation of each 
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manages this othering operation as engaging in a kind of aggressive, because 

closeted, self-loathing. Moreover, it implies that professional expertise is fun-

damentally depraved and sadistic. Queer readings of Melville’s #nal work 

ought to acknowledge the contribution of cognitive disability to this conceit. 

Melville needs “Baby Budd” to secure Claggart’s pederastic depravity (124). 

Beautiful as he may be, Billy is not sexual, a fundamental conviction of the 

period with respect to the intellectually impaired, though that conviction 

was just about to change. Here, Melville traps himself: sexual deviance only 

becomes sexual deviance once a certain kind of discourse has triumphed, 

yet he buys into a notion of deviance—indeed, depravity—all the same.

Having established an a'nity between Wordsworth and Melville, it is 

now time to o%er a quali#cation: namely, that in being less cognitively dis-

abled than the “Idiot Boy,” the Handsome Sailor represents a kind of com-

promise between nature and civilization. Said another way, Billy is a liminal 

#gure: neither really savage nor civilized—a necessary corrective to either 

extreme. That he stutters at all seems signi#cant. In Stammering and Stut-

tering: Their Nature and Treatment, James Hunt remarks, “The question, 

whether stuttering only a%ects civilized people, is one of very considerable 

interest. Most travelers, who have long resided among uncultivated nations, 

maintain they never met with any savages laboring under an impediment  

of speech” (349). Stuttering is thus a western phenomenon, and Billy must be 

civilized enough to fall prey to its clutches yet not so civilized as to be alien-

ated from the natural world. In the end he constitutes an unworkable anti-

dote to complete acculturation and the discursive power dynamics at its core.

Like cognitive disability, stuttering, too, was in a sense created by experts 

who devoted themselves to the twin goals of management and correction, 

as the many elocution pamphlets and medical textbooks from the period 

make clear. (Some of the surgical procedures, described in gory detail 

by Benson Bobrick in his book Knotted Tongues: Stuttering in History 

and the Quest for a Cure, rival in their cruelty those that would soon 

emerge for cognitive disability.) Hence, with stuttering we can see a similar 

romantic remobilization on Melville’s part. As much an additional sign of in-

tellectual impairment as a mark of discursive humility, Billy’s stutter com-

mends him over the arrogant caregivers who preached, in the words of 19th 
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century specialist G.F. Urling, the “duty of correcting all peculiarities 

of speech whatever they may be—which duty is simply enough when begun 

early; and I would even venture to step out of my province to press upon 

them the additional duty of discountenancing and checking all odd and ec-

centric ways” (71). Allow me to emphasize the kind of work that “duty” is 

doing here.

So, my #rst big point is Foucauldian. But I wish to make it in the broadest 

possible way, as the novel does not indict just medical “care.” It also indicts 

legal, religious, and scientific “care.” It makes each of these institutions 

stutter before the being (and predicament) of Billy Budd, even as it allows 

them all to exercise their oppressive control over him. The #nal part of the 

novel literally dramatizes the fumbling intervention of expert knowledge, 

as one by one, the captain, chaplain, and surgeon approach. Take, for ex-

ample, what Vere, that great reader of books, calls the “clash of military 

duty with moral scruple” (153) as he ponders Billy’s fate or what the nar-

rator refers to as innocence and guilt having, in the #gures of Billy and Clag-

gart, “changed places” (148). Nothing is stable; expertise o%ers no de#nitive 

advantage. In classic Melvillean fashion incommensurate principles duke it 

out in an unwinnable duel—with Billy as the most obvious victim. The word 

“hesitancy,” linked as it is to sailor’s vocal impediment, shows up in Vere’s 

legal deliberations, securing the stuttering discourse conceit. One might 

simply say that, unlike Billy’s, his stuttering is “inorganic.” At one point, 

Vere even proposes a new branch of knowledge—psychological theology—

to clear up the mystery of Claggart’s and Billy’s encounter.

Though the chaplain acknowledges the uselessness of religion as a source 

of consolation for Billy, he nevertheless ministers to him, and Billy’s #nal 

words—“God Bless Captain Vere”—strangely reestablish Christianity’s au-

thority. When the purser questions the surgeon about Billy’s failure to ejacu-

late upon being hanged and proposes a theory of will power, the surgeon  

retorts, “What you call will power [is] a term not yet included in the lexicon 

of science” (164). When the purser speaks of euthanasia, the surgeon re-

bukes him further: “Euthanasia . . . is something like your will power: I doubt 

its authenticity as a scienti#c term . . . It is at once imaginative and meta-

physical—in short, Greek” (165). Though he insists the hanging was “scien-

ti#cally conducted” (164) and concedes the “muscular spasm” “invariable” 
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concede his discipline’s impotence in the face of mystery, he rushes o% to see 

another patient. The text thus stages a discursive scrimmage, where each 

discourse preserves its pretensions but ends up in part humiliated.

As a counter to these haughty claims of interpretive mastery, Melville  

o%ers images of dumb and amorphous nature—from the “inarticulate” (166) 

seafowl that “scream” (166) and circle above the spot where Billy’s body en-

tered the water, to the air above, which Melville tells us was like “smooth 

white marble in the polished block not yet removed from the marble-dealer’s 

yard” (167). Both images evoke something pre-communicative, the former 

obviously closer to a language act, the latter akin to signi#cation’s raw ma-

terials: the stu% of signi#ers before they become signi#ers. That Billy, whose 

voice is said at the beginning to be “singularly musical” (111), is compared 

directly to a “singing bird” (163) at the end when he delivers his famous last 

words accords the seafowl image special signi#cance. We are meant, I be-

lieve, to understand the seafowl as grieving the death of one of their own. 

That Billy is analogized initially as an “illiterate nightingale” (110) and 

a “gold#nch popped into a cage” (105) as he is pressed into service aboard 

the H.M.S. Bellipotent further supports such a contention. Billy has left 

the prison house of civilization, which cognitive disability rendered some-

what alien, and rejoined a domain where language and cognition are utterly 

super&uous. What began for Melville as a fantasy of partial reconciliation 

with nature through limited cognitive ability and simple, faltering speech 

ends with a tragic return to what Lacan calls the imaginary order, typically 

#gured, interestingly enough, as a vast, undi%erentiated expanse of ocean. 

This order of infancy (and death) exists prior to language, prior to the de-

siring self’s differentiation in words. “With mankind . . . forms, measured 

forms, are everything” (166), Vere proclaims, but not so with the sea in which 

Billy ultimately loses himself, dissolving into its unfathomable and unfath-

oming immensity.

But what to make of the fact that Billy does not stutter when he declares, 

“God Bless Captain Vere!”? What to make of the fact that language (or what 

Lacan calls the symbolic order) seems to prevail until the very end? What 

to make of the phrase “God Bless Captain Vere” itself, which the narrator 

deems “a conventional felon’s benediction directed aft towards the quarters 
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of honor” (163)? Has religious discourse truly reasserted itself? Here, an ap-

peal to the literature of stuttering makes all the di%erence. Earlier in the 

novel we’re told that strong emotion can elicit Billy’s vocal embarrass- 

ment, and we see him stumble when the mutinous stranger approaches him: 

“D—d—damme, I don’t know what you are d—d—driving at, or what you 

mean, but you had better g—g—go where you belong!” Billy cries. “If you 

d—don’t start, I’ll t—t—toss you back over the r—rail!” (133) he continues. 

Billy has a very difficult time producing the initial “g” in the word “go,” 

but later he has no problem saying the word “God,” which inaugurates 

the phrase for which he is famous. (Interestingly, he does struggle to say  

the word “God,” as in “God will bless you for that, your honor!” (150) when 

questioned by Vere after Claggart’s death—a fact that makes his #nal &u-

ency only that much more mysterious). The text speaks, as I have already 

said, of “syllables delivered in the clear melody of a singing bird on the point 

of launching from the twig” (163). Even though the narrator reports that  

the prospect of imminent death did not disturb the Handsome Sailor, we know 

that witnessing his “#rst formal gangway-punishment” (122) had previously 

“horri#ed him” (122), and it is not unreasonable to imagine that Billy was  

in precisely the state of mind that should have caused him to stutter.

So, why didn’t he? And why would he invoke religion if he had earlier re-

fused, as unnecessary, its consolation? Once again, James Hunt provides 

an answer. Could the phrase “God Bless” be an “ ‘outre’ expression, which 

[is] chosen in haste, and for no other reason than that [it is] easy of utter-

ance” (109)? Could it, in short, be totally meaningless, just a phrase de-

signed to ensure the speaker’s composure, to get him to the next moment? 

Hunt notes that such expressions, often completely absurd and out of con-

text, can make the stutterer resemble an “idiot or an imbecile” (109), an irony, 

to be sure, in Billy’s case. The Harvard scholar Mark Shell, in his cultural 

examination of stuttering, discusses a range of “avoidance techniques” (20), 

particularly “word substitution” (20), which sometimes involves using “ ‘outre’ 

expressions.” Shell comments, “In the instant of substitution of one note for 

another . . . the human stutterer becomes bird-like: he disregards, almost com-

pletely, the longer term problems of ‘meaning’ (conceptualization) that his 

substitution will entail later in the sentence. To all intents and purposes,  

the stutterer becomes a singer of musical notes” (96). And what, according 
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of musical notes?

Already well on his way to reuniting with nature, Billy Bird evacuates 

the phrase of its meaning, a meaning that does not really make sense in the 

context of what’s happening to him. (Why ask God to bless the man who 

has condemned you, especially if religion is not a category to which you sub-

scribe?) At this point in the text, stuttering, cognitive disability, the imagi-

nary order and deconstructive insights about the arbitrary nature of lan-

guage overlap. What, for instance, is “word substitution” but an extreme 

example of the problem with language generally? (Think of those inter-

changeable blocks of marble in the marble dealer’s yard.) The contrived dif-

ferentiation upon which the system of signi#ers rests ends up being exposed 

and dismantled by the crisis of stuttering. Put simply, language always sub-

stitutes; it can’t help but do so. The symbolic order assiduously conceals this 

fact, insisting on the meaning making that distinguishes human beings from 

the natural world. Of course, it is possible that Billy does not stutter be-

cause he literally sings the phrase “God bless Captain Vere!” As countless 

commentators have noted, stutterers do not stutter when humming or singing. 

But even if Billy did sing his #nal words, the problem of undermined signi#-

cation would remain. As Shell writes, “As to why stutterers do not stutter 

when they sing or hum, there are many speculations, none de#nitive. One fa-

vorite notion is that singing tends to empty sounds of semantic meaning, 

to the point where they e%ectively become music” (144).

One final detail adds weight to the theory of an “outré” expression 

or empty signi#er. Billy’s failure to spasm upon being hanged—again, let me 

use the word “ejaculate,” with its punning allusion to speech—evokes  

the spectacle of a stuttering phallus. Christological readings of the novel 

have had a #eld day with this detail, using Billy’s asexuality to support his 

Christ-like status. Melville cannot help but turn everything he writes into 

a kind of urgent Christian allegory, so I understand the critics’ temptation, 

but recovering the actual type upon which the allegory rests is instructive. 

Billy’s asexuality is also of a piece with 19th-century theories of cognitive  

disability. Anxiety about sexual reproduction in this group #nds its relief 

in sentimental notions of an eternal pre-pubescence. Thus, the contradiction 

between a well-articulated phrase that means nothing and a phallus that 
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will not ejaculate is not really a contradiction at all. In the end, the only 

thing that gets disseminated are the narratives about what happened on the 

H.M.S. Bellipotent, narratives arising from, and ful#ling the aims of, highly 

particular and aggressive discourses.
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